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With the growing trend of webmasters to use free articles from free article directories popping up daily, why
choose Article Authors as your website article provider?
We understand the needs of the individual webmaster, marketing company, and corporate knowledge
department. There exists a fine line between a tweaked SEO information article and a structured philosophical piece on
plato. The difference? Anyone can put words down on paper, however this team of writers can can put words down on
paper and produce what the client expects from each order. If our client needs 1000 articles on different airplane
configurations - we can produce that set like we would any other article set. We are truly that flexible.
Fresh content needs to be uniquely written so that it provides value to the human reader, as well as to the search
engines crawling around indexing new pages of content. An article that is in use by 500 other webmasters at the same
time is not valuable at all. Websites containing fresh content get reindexed by search engines on a regular basis. Our
comprehensive team of writers produce fresh daily, weekly, and monthly content for a vast number of webmasters and
content information handlers like yourself. Although free articles are very tempting to use, by utilizing the same content
everyone else is using you are doing your own site a disservice if you are relying on SEO tactics to bring in organic
traffic. Why cripple your SEO efforts when you can hit home runs with the right unique website article?
We can produce website content for you to satisfy ANY requirement. If you need 1 article on the 'in's and out's' of
apple harvesting - we are your go to people. If you need website content on the basic tenets of Marxism- again, not a
problem.
Our different backgrounds as authors enables you to request any kind of subject matter, and then have it
produced by a professional writer. Most of our writers are published offline, as well as online. This is our earmark of
experience as well as quality. Over the past 2 years, 70% of our writers are from the core team!
After your website article or website articles are requested using our online form, your request is entered into our
backend queue system to match your subject to the most qualified and experienced writer. This guarantees that your
article will be written by the most qualified professional and on time.
Unique Article Pricing
Up to 250 Words - $8
250 - 400 Words - $12
400 - 600 Words - $15
600 - 800 Words - $20
800 - 1000 Words - $22
Corporate Contracts and Bulk Content
Article Authors has grown and established itself to the point where we now have dedicated project management
to handle very large orders for our corporate and select webmasters. We can scale our project management to handle
anywhere from 1 article a week, to upwards of 600 articles a week and still maintain quality and consistency of what you
have come to expect as quality content from Article Authors. We will simply NOT compromise!
Please email contact@articleauthors.net for more information. If your initial order is more than a few articles,
please email us at that address and describe your order. We will get back to you, within a day if not hours, to go over
your order. Thank you!
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